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www.pj-production.dk
We are producing office accessory products to improve productivity and
life-quality for those who spend a large part of their lifespan at the office.
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About PJ Production // PJ Production was established in year 1997, and has since the beginning designed, developed, and
produced office accessory products for the modern working environment. We are an international company with big ambitions
ready to optimize our customers’ business, regardless of the size of the tasks. We truly believe that great service, consultancy,
and reliable delivery are the key towards success. We determinedly take our collaborators’ demands very seriously via reciprocal
respect, ongoing dialogue, and quality-oriented solutions. And this exact combination supports our livelihood on a market with
quality-consciously collaborators.

Besides the transparent collaboration, we make a virtue out of delivering high-quality products to our clients that fulfill the agreed
standards and specifications. These high-quality standards and specifications are mandatory as we use internal quality-control. All
inbound and outbound products are randomly controlled to ensure equal quality every time. Thereby, you can always expect to
receive quality products from PJ Production – standard products as well as specially produced products.
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Bamboo pen tray // Find more information on page 26-27

Gaia cable tray // Find more information on page 76-77

12

MO · CUP // Find more information on page 94-95

Laptop tray 2014 // Find more information on page 42-43

17

Future Flex // Find more information on page 64-65

Mobil cassette // Find more information on page 90-91
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Mobil cassette // Find more information on page 90-91

Satchel hook // Find more information on page 96-97
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Laptop tray Athene // Find more information on page 32-33

PEN TRAYS
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PEN TRAYS
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Bamboo pen tray - x-small

Bamboo pen tray - large. Available in two versions

Pen tray - narrowed model

Slimtray - small. Available in two versions

Slimtray - large. Available in two versions

2012 Pen

H: 39 mm. // W: 282 mm. // D: 243 mm.

H: 39 mm. // W: 785 mm. // D: 243 mm.

H: 46 mm. // W: 318 mm. // D: 343 mm.

H: 32 mm. // W: 426 mm. // D: 260 mm.

H: 32 mm. // W: 871 mm. // D: 260 mm.

H: 75 mm. // W: 140 mm. // D: 473 mm.

Find more information on page 26-27

Find more information on page 26-27

Find more information on page 28-29

Find more information on page 34-35

Find more information on page 34-35

Find more information on page 36-37

Pen tray - narrowed model, with lock

Pen tray - widen model

Pen tray - widen model, with lock

Revolving pen tray

Lockable laptop tray

Laptop tray 2014 with lock

H: 46 mm. // W: 328 mm. // D: 343 mm.

H: 46 mm. // W: 405 mm. // D: 248 mm.

H: 46 mm. // W: 416 mm. // D: 248 mm.

H: 34 mm. // W: 339 mm. // D: 200 mm.

H: 62 mm. // W: 511 mm. // D: 303 mm.

H: 38 mm. // W: 731 mm. // D: 356 mm.

Find more information on page 28-29

Find more information on page 28-29

Find more information on page 28-29

Find more information on page 38-39

Find more information on page 40-41

Find more information on page 42-43

Lockable tablet tray - narrowed model

Lockable tablet tray - widen model

Laptop tray Athene with lock

Ultra Pen - small, with removable plastic insert

Ultra Pen - small, with gummi matte and lock

Ultra Pen - large. Available in two versions

H: 46 mm. // W: 318 mm. // D: 343 mm.

H: 48 mm. // W: 405 mm. // D: 248 mm.

H: 71 mm. // W: 721 mm. // D: 316 mm.

H: 32 mm. // W: 425 mm. // D: 186 mm.

H: 32 mm. // W: 425 mm. // D: 186 mm.

H: 32 mm. // W: 870 mm. // D: 186 mm.

Find more information on page 30-31

Find more information on page 30-31

Find more information on page 32-33

Find more information on page 44-45

Find more information on page 44-45

Find more information on page 44-45
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BAMBOO PEN TRAY
X-SMALL & LARGE

Sustainability, durability, and versatility // These bamboo pen trays are a reinterpretation of our existing bamboo collection. The
philosophy has been to create sustainable designs with the essential characteristics of the beauty of nature, and the authenticity
thereof. With nature as inspiration combined with an ongoing environmentally awareness, bamboo became an attractive choice,
since the material is the most environmentally-friendly resource to sustainability, durability, and versatility. Bamboo is widely

4091-C // 4091-S

perceived as an attractive alternative compared to other materials used in our existing portfolio due to its green growth, sustainable

Bamboo pen tray - x-small
Height: 39 mm. // Width: 282 mm. // Depth: 243 mm.

harvesting, and wood-like properties.
The design has taken functionality into consideration, since wires and cables discretely can be hidden through the two cut-outs
in the back of the drawer. Additionally, unaffected by the version, the measurements of the designs have beneficial sizes, which
makes them recommendable for the majority of all desks, - including depth 80 tables. The bamboo collection consists of two
different sizes, whereas the large version is available in two different versions, - one without an insert and one with a colormatching insert. The entire collection is available in natural top coat and black stain.

4090-C // 4090-S
Bamboo pen tray - large, without an insert
Height: 39 mm. // Width: 785 mm. // Depth: 243 mm.

Bamboo pen tray - x-small

Bamboo insert

4091-C // 4091-S

Delivered in following item numbers: 4090-CI // 4090-SI

4090-CI // 4090-SI

215
39

27

226

243

217

Bamboo pen tray - large, with an insert
Height: 39 mm. // Width: 785 mm. // Depth: 243 mm.
The insert: Height: 27 mm. // Width: 185 mm. // Depth: 226 mm.

185

255
282
Bamboo pen tray - large

39

243

217

4090-C // 4090-S // 4090-CI (bamboo insert included) // 4090-SI (bamboo insert included)

686
785
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PEN TRAY
NARROWED & WIDEN MODELS

4010-9005 // 4011-9006 // 4012-9016
Pen tray - narrowed model, with removable plastic insert
Height: 46 mm. // Width: 318 mm. // Depth: 343 mm.

Effective storage // This pen tray collection is for the client looking for a drawer with an optimal overview combined with the
compartmentalized organization. The pen trays must be mounted directly underneath the desktop, which, in combination with the
uninhibited size, creates excellent space in the working environment.
The collection consists of two different versions, - a narrowed model and a widen model. The two versions can either be delivered
with or without a lock, where all drawers are delivered with a compartmentalized plastic insert. Currently, the pen trays can be
delivered in either black, aluminium, or white, as standard, but if other customized colors preferred, you are more than welcome
to contact us.

4015-9005 // 4016-9006 // 4017-9016
Pen tray - widen model, with removable plastic insert
Height: 46 mm. // Width: 405 mm. // Depth: 248 mm.

4010-9005-L // 4011-9006-L // 4012-9016-L
Pen tray - narrowed model, with removable plastic insert and lock
Height: 46 mm. // Width: 328 mm. // Depth: 343 mm.

46

46

343

337

4010-9005-L // 4011-9006-L // 4012-9016-L

343

Pen tray - narrowed model, with removable plastic insert and lock

4010-9005 // 4011-9006 // 4012-9016

337

Pen tray - narrowed model, with removable plastic insert

243
318

243
328

4015-9005-L // 4016-9006-L // 4017-9016-L

4015-9005 // 4016-9006 // 4017-9016

4015-9005-L // 4016-9006-L // 4017-9016-L

46

46
330
405

Pen tray - widen model, with removable plastic insert and lock
Height: 46 mm. // Width: 416 mm. // Depth: 248 mm.

240
248

Pen tray - widen model, with removable plastic insert and lock

240
248

Pen tray - widen model, with removable plastic insert

330
416
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LOCKABLE TABLET TRAY
NARROWED & WIDEN MODELS

Safety and security first // Whether if it is the storage of tablets/iPads or just smaller objects, then this drawer is an excellent choice.
The drawer protects against simple theft since the tablet tray is delivered with lock and two keys. The lockable tablet tray can
likewise be delivered with a high-quality German locking system including a master key if that should be preferable. Furthermore,
the lockable tablet tray comes with a gummi matte in order to keep the stored belongings secured.

4010-9005-LT // 4011-9006-LT // 4012-9016-LT
Lockable tablet tray - narrowed model, with rubber drawer liner and lock
Height: 46 mm. // Width: 318 mm. // Depth: 343 mm.

4015-9005-LT // 4016-9006-LT // 4017-9016-LT
Lockable tablet tray - widen model, with rubber drawer liner and lock
Height: 48 mm. // Width: 405 mm. // Depth: 248 mm.

Lockable tablet tray - narrowed model, with rubber drawer liner and lock
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337

343

4010-9005-LT // 4011-9006-LT // 4012-9016-LT

243
318

Lockable tablet tray - widen model, with rubber drawer liner and lock

48

240

248

4015-9005-LT // 4016-9006-LT // 4017-9016-LT

330
405
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LAPTOP TRAY ATHENE
4071-0000-9005 // 4071-0000-9006 // 4071-0000-9016
Laptop tray Athene with lock
Height: 37/71 mm. // Width: 721 mm. // Depth: 316 mm.

Modernizing, organizing, and optimizing // The working stations are getting smaller concurrently with an improved for storage
removed from the surface of the desktops. While this development seems to continue, PJ Production has designed and developed
a modernized version of our well-known Laptop Tray 2014 called Laptop Tray Athene. Laptop Tray Athene embraces the tendency
with the smaller working environment, which makes the drawer recommendable for the majority of all desktops, - depth 80 tables
included, due to the narrowed depth of 316 mm. The height and width are more or less comparable with Laptop Tray 2014 to ensure
maximum capability in terms of storage of drawer blocks, a laptop, pencils, pens, personal belongings, among other things. The
design of Laptop Tray Athene has taken overheated belongings into consideration, which has been solved with vent-holes in the back
of the drawer. If even more vent is required, the majority of the back can be removed due to the perforations.
Laptop Tray Athene is delivered with lock, as standard, whereas compartmentalized organization can be yours by the acquisition of a
colour-matching insert. Furthermore, the drawer can be upgraded with a bamboo front to support the exclusivity. Yet it is noteworthy

4071-0004-9005

that this bamboo front is mainly project-oriented, - do not hesitate to contact us to hear more about the different possibilities.

Insert for Laptop tray Athene in black
Height: 24/55 mm. // Width: 135 mm. // Depth: 300 mm.

8075-Bamboo
Bamboo front - mainly project-oriented
Height: 32 mm. // Width: 689 mm. // Depth: 18 mm.

Laptop tray Athene with lock

37

71

302

316

4071-0000-9005 // 4071-0000-9006 // 4071-0000-9016

648
721
4070-SOFT
Softclose

Insert for Laptop tray Athene

135

24

55

300

4071-0004-9005
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SLIMTRAY
SMALL & LARGE

4052-9005-P // 4053-9006-P // 4056-9016-P
Slimtray - small, with removable plastic insert and plastic cap
Height: 32 mm. // Width: 426 mm. // Depth: 260 mm.

Simple, discreet, and functional // Our well-known Slimtray collection has a discreet look where no compromises have been taking
regarding functionality. The collection consists of two attractive sizes, where both are available in two versions and three colors.
Unaffected by the above-mentioned features, all versions are delivered with a plastic insert that easily can be removed if required.
The design of the collection is relatively equal uninfluenced by the versions, where the only factor differs is the width, as the large
has a width of 871 mm, whereas the small has a width of 426 mm. A factor similar for all productions is the discreet front of 32 mm,
which gives a simple, elegant, and light expression at the workplace. Furthermore, the depth is likewise equal for all drawers, 260mm, which makes the drawers recommendable for the majority of all desktops. Both sizes are available in two versions, - one
with lock and one with a color-matching plastic cap. The plastic cap can easily be swapped with a lock afterward if this was not
prioritized at first.

4052-9005-L // 4053-9006-L // 4056-9016-L
Slimtray - small, with removable plastic insert and lock
Height: 32 mm. // Width: 426 mm. // Depth: 260 mm.

4048-9005-P // 4049-9006-P // 4047-9016-P
Slimtray - large, with removable plastic insert and plastic cap
Height: 32 mm. // Width: 871 mm. // Depth: 260 mm.

Slimtray - small, with removable plastic insert (and either plastic cap or lock)

32

43

260

244

4052-9005-P // 4053-9006-P // 4056-9016-P // 4052-9005-L // 4053-9006-L // 4056-9016-L

353
426
4048-9005-L // 4049-9006-L // 4047-9016-L
Slimtray - large, with removable plastic insert and lock
Height: 32 mm. // Width: 871 mm. // Depth: 260 mm.
Slimtray - large, with removable plastic insert (and either plastic cap or lock)

798
871

32

43

244

260

4048-9005-P // 4049-9006-P // 4047-9016-P // 4048-9005-L // 4049-9006-L // 4047-9016-L
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2012 PEN
For the narrowed workplaces // One of the most recommendable drawers for narrowed workplaces can always be found in
the assortment of PJ Production, and this 2012 Pen is definitely a great example of this. The drawers do not have any disturbing
elements due to the minimized visibility combined with the size. These exact features make the drawer beneficial for smaller and
narrowed workplaces as long as the drawer is not obstructed bt the table frame due to the drawer’s relatively large depth on 473
mm. 2012 Pen is available in three different colors in order to keep the discreteness. Unaffected by the color, the drawer is always
delivered with a gummi matte, which can be removed if wanted.

4058-9005 // 4059-9006 // 4057-9016
2012 Pen
Height: 75 mm. // Width: 140 mm. // Depth: 473 mm.

2012 Pen

75

473

4058-9005 // 4059-9006 // 4057-9016

140

133
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REVOLVING PEN TRAY
A compartmentalized solution // You are guaranteed excellent storage possibilities fro smaller office accessories such as tape,
post-it notes, pens, pencils, among other smaller items with this revolving pen tray. The compartmentalized design support an
exception overview of the stored items in the pen tray.
The pen tray must be mounted directly underneath the desktop and can hereby be rotated 360 degrees around its own axis due
to the centralized pivot point. The revolving pen tray is available in two colors, - black and aluminium, respectively, both colours
produced in plastic, which can fit the existing accommodation at the office.

4030 // 4031
Revolving Pen Tray
Height: 34 mm. // Width: 339 mm. // Depth: 200 mm.

Revolving pen tray

200

4030 // 4031

287

339

34
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LOCKABLE LAPTOP TRAY
High level of security // Security and protection of information, - especially personal data, have been intensively increased as a
part of the new GDRP regulation. PJ Production would like to provide the market with recommendable products for securing the
personal data correctly.
This Lockable Laptop Tray is the quintessence of security since the laptop has integrated high-quality lock, which can help to
reduce the risk of theft. The expression is maintained discreet due to the undisturbing design and size of the drawer. The drawer
can either be mounted underneath the desktop or in a cabinet to keep the working environment clean. The Lockable Laptop Tray
is delivered with a gummi matte in black as extra protection for the stored items in the drawer.

4050-9005 // 4051-9006 // 4050-9016
Lockable laptop tray
Height: 62 mm. // Width: 511 mm. // Depth: 303 mm.

Lockable laptop tray

62

303

4050-9005 // 4051-9006 // 4050-9016

438

511
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LAPTOP TRAY 2014
Lock as standard // Security and protection of information, - especially personal data, are more important than ever before. To
ensure that your personal data is secured correctly, our assortment consists of a very miscellaneous collection of recommendable

4070-9005-L // 4070-9006-L // 4070-9016-L

4070-9005-TR

Laptop tray 2014 with lock
Height: 38/73 mm. // Width: 731 mm. // Depth: 356 mm.

Insert for Laptop tray 2014 in black
Height: 29/64 mm. // Width: 140 mm. // Depth: 339 mm.

8075-Bamboo

4070-USB

Bamboo front - mainly project-oriented
Height: 32 mm. // Width: 689 mm. // Depth: 18 mm.

USB fan for extra cooling of laptop/docking station

products for this purpose. The Laptop Tray 2014 will in the future be delivered with lock as standard.
The well-known drawer has, besides functionality and efficient storage, a diversified design preferable for all working
environments. Laptop Tray 2014 support an elegant expression with excellent legroom due to the front being 38 mm. Additionally,
each corner of the drawer can be used efficiently due to the 110% extraction.
Laptop Tray 2014 is well-known in the assortment of PJ Production, but the look of the drawer can be upgraded and personalized
due to a new initiative. A bamboo front that can be fixed to the front of the drawer in order to create a more sophisticated design,
- please note that this is mainly project-oriented.

Laptop tray 2014 with lock

342
356

4070-9005-L // 4070-9006-L // 4070-9016-L

648

731

Insert for Laptop tray 2014

140

29

64

339

4070-9005-TR

38

73

4070-SOFT
Softclose
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ULTRA PEN
SMALL & LARGE

4042-9005 // 4043-9006 // 4045-9016
Ultra Pen - small, with removable plastic insert
Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 425 mm. // Depth: 186 mm.

Recommendable for the majority of all desks // Ultra Pen is recommendable for the majority of all desktops, - including desktops
with curved edges, due to the depth of the drawer measuring 186 mm. The drawer has, besides the discrete depth, excellent
storage opportunities for personal belongings, which easily can be organized due to the enclosed plastic insert. Please note that
the plastic insert is not included in all versions. The two large versions are delivered with the insert unaffected by the edition, whilst
the small versions are delivered with modified content. Ultra Pen small without lock is delivered with gummi matte, whilst Ultra Pen
is delivered with a size-matching plastic insert.

4042-9005-L // 4043-9006-L // 4045-9016-L
Ultra Pen - small, with rubber drawer liner and lock
Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 425 mm. // Depth: 186 mm.

Ultra Pen - small, with removable plastic insert
4042-9005 // 4043-9006 // 4045-9016

4040-9005 // 4041-9006 // 4040-9016

425

353

32

43

184

Ultra Pen - large, with removable plastic insert
Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 870 mm. // Depth: 186 mm.

186

Ultra Pen - small, with rubber drawer liner and lock

425

353

32

43

184

4042-9005-L // 4043-9006-L // 4045-9016-L

4040-9005-L // 4041-9006-L // 4040-9016-L

186
Ultra Pen - large, with removable plastic insert and lock
Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 870 mm. // Depth: 186 mm.

Ultra Pen - large, with removable plastic insert (and lock in the L-models)

43

32

184

4040-9005 // 4041-9006 // 4040-9016 // 4040-9005-L // 4041-9006-L // 4040-9016-L

342
870

798

186
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CPU - & LAPTOP HOLDERS

CPU - & LAPTOP HOLDERS

CPU-holder 2001

CPU-holder 2001, mini

CPU-holder 2001, micro

Horizontal laptop holder - extra small

Horizontal laptop holder - small

Horizontal laptop holder - medium

H: 250-550 mm. // W: 152 mm. // D: 70-230 mm.

H: 250-450 mm. // W: 158 mm. // D: 50-160 mm.

H: 175-310 mm. // W: 80 mm. // D: 30-100 mm.

H: 106 mm. // W: 396 mm. // D: 411 mm.

H: 106 mm. // W: 477 mm. // D: 350 mm.

H: 106 mm. // W: 446 mm. // D: 411 mm.

Find more information on page 48-49

Find more information on page 48-49

Find more information on page 48-49

Find more information on page 60-61

Find more information on page 60-61

Find more information on page 60-61

Wall mounted CPU-holder

Horizontal CPU-holder

Horizontal CPU-holder, thin client

Horizontal laptop holder - large

H: 200 mm. // W: 250 mm. // D: 45-160 mm.

H: 30-90 mm. // W: 260-460 mm. // D: 340 mm.

H: 30-90 mm. // W: 150-350 mm. // D: 270 mm.

H: 106 mm. // W: 526 mm. // D: 411 mm.

Find more information on page 50-51

Find more information on page 52-53

Find more information on page 52-53

Find more information on page 60-61

Newline CPU-holder

FastDock laptop holder

SlimDock laptop holder

H: 200-460 mm. // W: 142 mm. // D: 60-190 mm.

H: 445 mm. // W: 300 mm. // D: 140 mm.

H: 399 mm. // W: 144 mm. // D: 422 mm.

Find more information on page 54-55

Find more information on page 56-57

Find more informaion on page 58-59
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CPU-HOLDER 2001
ORIGINAL, MINI & MICRO

A stable solution for the computer // PJ Production has a broad array of CPU-holders, which all have an elegant expression due to
the simple construction. Our CPU-holder 2001 collection consists of three versions, - CPU-holder 2001, CPU-holder 2001 – mini,
and CPU-holder 2001 – micro, which individually fits different sizes of computers. All three CPU-holders have height and width

1160-9005 // 1190-9006 // 1180-9016

1260-9005 // 1290-9006 // 1280-9016

CPU-holder 2001
Height: 250-550 mm. // Width: 152 mm. // Depth: 70-230 mm.

CPU-holder 2001, mini
Height: 250-450 mm. // Width: 158 mm. // Depth: 50-160 mm.

1060-9005 // 1090-9006 // 1080-9016

1206-9005 // 1207-9006 // 1204-9016

CPU-holder 2001, micro
Height: 175-310 mm. // Width: 80 mm. // Depth: 30-100 mm.

Swivel bracket for CPU-holder 2001 and CPU-holder, mini
Height: 63 mm. // Width: 201 mm. // Depth: 120 mm.

adjustments in order to keep the computer most carefully.
The collection maintains some add-ons such as swivel bracket and sliding/swivel bracket. These generate excellently access to the
computer due to the full rotation recommendable for computers with USBs on top.

CPU-holder 2001

180

Min: 250
Maks: 550

1160-9005 // 1190-9006 // 1180-9016

152

Min: 70
Maks: 230

CPU-holder 2001, mini

162

Min: 250
Maks: 450

1260-9005 // 1290-9006 // 1280-9016

158

Min: 50
Maks: 160

CPU-holder 2001, micro

101

Min: 175
Maks: 310

1060-9005 // 1090-9006 // 1080-9016

80

Min: 30
Maks: 100

1209-9005 // 1208-9006
Sliding/swivel bracket
Height: 34 mm. // Width: 410 mm. // Depth: 157 mm.
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CPU-HOLDER
WALL MOUNTED

Maximize utilization of storage // Why only use the installation opportunity underneath the desktop, when the working environment has numerous other surfaces recommendable for installation. This CPU-holder must be mounted directly on the wall, which,
besides space optimization, gives the employee full access to the working station without any disturbing factors.
The wall-mounted CPU-holder can carry up to 20 kg. Furthermore, the CPU-holder has width adjustment om 45 mm. – 160 mm.,
which makes it possible to use this CPU-holder for a broad array of computers unaffected by the size. The wall-mounted CPU-holder is available in two different colors, - black and aluminium, in order to match the existing interior at the office.

1560-9005 // 1590-9006
Wall mounted CPU-holder
Height: 200 mm. // Width: 250 mm. // Depth: 45-160 mm.

Wall mounted CPU-holder

250

140

200

1560-9005 // 1590-9006

Min: 45
Maks: 160
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HORIZONTAL CPU-HOLDER
ORIGINAL & MICRO

Integrate the computer in the working environment // This CPU-holder is recommendable if looking for a horizontally mounted
CPU-holder. The CPU-holder is directly installed underneath the desktop, which automatically integrates the computer within the
working environment.
The CPU-holder is available in two different sizes, which gives a possibility of finding the perfect match unaffected by the size of
the computer. Both sizes can carry a computer up to 20 kg., as well as height and width adjustment in order to modify the restrain
the computer in place.

1100-9005 // 1140-9006 // 1130-9016
Horizontal CPU-holder
Height: 30-90 mm. // Width: 260-460 mm. // Depth: 340 mm.

Horizontal CPU-holder

1460-9005 // 1490-9006 // 1480-9016

1100-9005 // 1140-9006 // 1130-9016

Min: 30
Maks: 90

340

Horizontal CPU-holder, thin client
Height: 30-90 mm. // Width: 150-350 mm. // Depth: 270 mm.

60

Min: 260
Maks: 460

Horizontal CPU-holder, thin client

Min: 30
Maks: 90

270

1460-9005 // 1490-9006 // 1480-9016

50

Min: 150
Maks: 350
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NEWLINE
A cheaper alternative // The Newline CPU-holder is a newer version of our existing CPU-holder 2001 collection. Thinner wall
thickness and different production methods make the Newline a cheaper alternative, but definitely not a worse option! No
compromises in terms of quality and design have been considered since PJ Production wants to ensure a high standard of
products on the market.
Newline has two different installation opportunities: either by installing directly underneath the desktop or with the swivel mount.

1360-9005 // 1390-9006 // 1380-9016
Newline CPU-holder
Height: 200-460 mm. // Width: 142 mm. // Depth: 60-190 mm.

The last solution is an optimal choice if the table frame has a disrupting placement. The swivel mount is also recommendable if the
USBs are placed on the top at the computer.

1206-9005 // 1207-9006 // 1204-9016
Swivel bracket
Height: 63 mm. // Width: 201 mm. // Depth: 120 mm.

Newline CPU-holder

178

Min: 200
Maks: 460

1360-9005 // 1390-9006 // 1380-9016

142

Min: 60
Maks: 190

Sliding/swivel bracket
Height: 34 mm. // Width: 410 mm. // Depth: 157 mm.

201

63

1209-9005 // 1208-9006

57

1206-9005 // 1207-9006 // 1204-9016

120

Swivel bracket

165

Sliding/swivel bracket

34

157

1209-9005 // 1208-9006

396

410
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FASTDOCK
A stable solution // If looking for a vertically mounted solution for a laptop and a docking station, then this FastDock is an excellent
choice. The system must be directly installed underneath the desktop, simultaneously placing the personal laptop and docking
station closer to the possessor. The level of clean desk caused by the placement is increased since the laptop and docking station
is removed from the desktop. Lastly, the laptop and docking station are secured responsibly due to the enclosed safety strap.

4220-9005 // 4225-9006 // 4230-9016
FastDock laptop holder
Height: 445 mm. // Width: 300 mm. // Depth: 140 mm.

FastDock

140

445

4220-9005 // 4225-9006 // 4230-9016

300

80
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SLIMDOCK
Everything in one solution // SlimDock is a stable and functional solution for the storage of a laptop and a docking station,
respectively. Besides the functionality, the SlimDock has a drawer for extra storage for writing materials, mobile phones, personal
belongings, among other smaller objects, which is removed from the desktop automatically.

4241-9005 // 4246-9006 // 4251-9016

SlimDock can easily be installed underneath the desktop, also when the desktop has a hardly placed table frame due to the
distance bracket as an accessory. The organization possibilities can likewise be upgraded with a size-fitted tray for the drawer. This

SlimDock
Height: 399 mm. // Width: 144 mm. // Depth: 422 mm.

tray has a passage for cables, which makes it possible to install a charger for a stored mobile phone.

4270-9005 // 4275-9006 // 4280-9016
Distance bracket
Height: 40 mm. // Width: 166 mm. // Depth: 55 mm.

4260
Insert for SlimDock in black
Height: 30 mm. // Width: 102 mm. // Depth: 382 mm.

SlimDock

12

144

45

300

457

370

399

405

54

4241-9005 // 4246-9006 // 4251-9016

60

61

LAPTOP HOLDER
HORIZONTAL: EXTRA SMALL, SMALL, MEDIUM & LARGE

2210-9005 // 2211-9006 // 2210-9016
Horizontal laptop holder - extra small
Height: 106 mm. // Width: 396 mm. // Depth: 411 mm.

An open solution for laptop and docking station // This horizontal laptop holder from PJ Production is an affordable combination
of a drawer and a CPU-holder. The collection consists of four different sizes, which must be installed directly underneath the
desktop in order to have the laptop and docking station close by.
The advantage of these horizontal laptop holders is that they can be installed on the majority of all desktops – included desktops
with a hardly placed table frame. Furthermore, the standard sizes can easily be changed in relation to a project-oriented assignment
depending on the specific demands and needs. The four horizontal laptop holders have setting extraction as standard, which
means that they can be extracted 370 mm. Additionally, all four sizes have height adjustment on 70-140 mm. and are all available
in black, aluminium, and white, respectively.

2213-9005 // 2213-9006 // 2213-9016
Horizontal laptop holder - small
Height: 106 mm. // Width: 477 mm. // Depth: 350 mm.

2215-9005 // 2216-9006 // 2217-9016
Horizontal laptop holder - medium
Height: 106 mm. // Width: 446 mm. // Depth: 411 mm.

Horizontal laptop holder - small

2210-9005 // 2211-9006 // 2210-9016

2213-9005 // 2213-9006 // 2213-9016

106

106

350

411

Horizontal laptop holder - extra small

396

352

477

427

Horizontal laptop holder - large

2215-9005 // 2216-9006 // 2217-9016

2218-9005 // 2219-9006 // 2218-9016

402

106

106

411
446

412

526

2218-9005 // 2219-9006 // 2218-9016
Horizontal laptop holder - large
Height: 106 mm. // Width: 526 mm. // Depth: 411 mm.

411

Horizontal laptop holder - medium

351

482

412
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MONITOR SOLUTIONS

MONITOR SOLUTIONS

Future Flex for one monitor. Available in two versions

Future Flex for two monitors. Available in two versions

Future Flex for three monitors. Available in two versions

Extension arm on 150 mm.

Extension arm on 334 mm.

Extension arm on 430 mm.

Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arm: 1 x 334 mm.

Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arms: 2 x 334 mm.

Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arms: 2 x 597 mm. + 1 x 37 mm.

H: 90 mm. // W: 19 mm. // D: 172 mm.

H: 90 mm. // W: 19 mm. // D: 356 mm.

H: 60 mm. // W: 19 mm. // D: 452 mm.

Find more information on page 64-65

Find more information on page 64-65

Find more information on page 64-65

Find more information on page 70-71

Find more information on page 70-71

Find more information on page 70-71

Monitor arm for one monitor

Monitor arm for two monitors

Monitor pole for one monitor. Available in two versions

Vesa

Vesa with extension arm on 334 mm.

Vesa with extension arm on 597 mm.

Maximum height: 438 mm., the screen exclusive

Maximum height: 438 mm., the screens exclusive

Monitor pole: 300 mm.

H: 110 mm. // W: 110 mm. // D: 60 mm.

Extension arm: H: 90 mm. // W: 19 mm. // D: 356 mm.

Extension arm: H: 90 mm. // W: 19 mm. // D: 597 mm.

Find more information on page 66-67

Find more information on page 66-67

Find more information on page 68-69

Find more information on page 72-73

Find more information on page 70-71

Find more information on page 70-71

Monitor pole for one monitor. Available in two versions

Monitor pole for two monitors. Available in two versions

Extension arm on 70 mm.

Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arm: 1 x 334 mm.

Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arms: 2 x 334 mm.

H: 90 mm. // W: 19 mm. // D: 92 mm.

Find more information on page 68-69

Find more information on page 68-69

Find more information on page 70-71
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64

65

FUTURE FLEX
FOR ONE, TWO, OR THREE MONITORS

Embrace the clean desk policy // Tailoring the working space to be ergonomically friendly is essential in order to avoid work-

4510-9005-G // 4510-9005-K

related injuries. This issue is exactly what our new monitor system called Future Flex would like to solve by comfortability and

Future Flex with one vesa and one extension arm
Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arm: 334 mm.

availability. Future Flex has full 360 degrees rotation, can be tilted both directions, and manual height adjustment. This combination
creates a more productive and comfortable working position.
Future Flex consists of an elegant monitor pole in black, a mount, and the correspondingly amount of extension arms and VESA
mounts. The system creates flexibility and fully utilization since the monitor pole is available in two versions: a centered throughdesk mount or a centered desk clamp, depending on the preferences. Lastly, Future Flex embraces the clean desk policy, as the
monitor pole has incorporated storage to reduce visible cables and wires behind the monitors and/or along the edge of the
desktop.

4511-9005-G // 4511-9005-K
Future Flex with two vesa and two extension arm
Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arm: 2 x 334 mm.

Future Flex for one monitor
4510-9005-G // 4510-9005-K

50

107

353

Ø70

Future Flex for two monitors
4511-9005-G // 4511-9005-K

4512-9005-G // 4512-9005-K

50

107

353

Ø70

Future Flex with three vesa and three extension arm
Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arm: 2 x 597 mm. x 1 + 37 mm.

Future Flex for three monitors
4512-9005-G // 4512-9005-K

50

107

353

Ø70

66

67

MONITORARM
FOR ONE OR TWO MONITORS

An ergonomic correctly solution // This Monitorarm from PJ Production can be operated via gas springs, which provides a smooth
height adjustment optimizing the workstation ergonomically. The system can either be bought for one monitor or two monitors,
which both are produced in black powder-coated aluminium. Furthermore, the monitor system is delivered with two installation
options, - desk clamp and through desk mount, both options included as standard.
The monitor system benefits ergonomic, since the monitors have full 360 degrees rotation and can be tilted 85 degrees up and
15 degrees down. Additionally, the cables and wires from the installed monitor(s) can easily be fitted to the Monitorarm with the
included cable clamp.
4401-9005
Monitor arm for one monitor. Is delivered with through-desk mount and desk clamp
Maximum height: 438 mm., the screen exclusive

4402-9005
Monitor arm for two monitors. Is delivered with through-desk mount and desk clamp
Maximum height: 438 mm., the screens exclusive

4402-9005

147

Maks: 120

Maks: 120

Maks: 438

Monitorarm for two monitors

4401-9005

Maks: 438

Monitorarm for one monitor

147
Maks: 937

68

69

MONITOR POLE
FOR ONE OR TWO MONITORS

Let the client determine the final design // Looking for a monitor system that optimizes the space on the desktop – look no more.

4130-G // 4130-K

This Monitor Pole is recommendable for that purpose since the extension arms can be installed on both sides of the aluminium
Monitor pole with one vesa. No extension arms included!
Monitor pole: 300 mm.

pole, and thereby preferable for the smaller working environments where space is minimized.
Cables and wires are hidden from sight within the 30 cm. aluminium pole, which creates a clean desk expression in the working
environment. Currently, the monitor pole is available at the height of 30 cm., but this can easily be adjusted depending on the
specific demands. The aluminium pole can likewise be combined with monitor profiles to create a monitor rack for a self-chosen
amount of monitors. Either way, you are more than welcome to contact us for a custom-made solution, because at PJ Production
anything is possible, - and is it only the client that determines the final design.

4120-G // 4120-K
Monitor pole with one vesa and one extension arm
Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arm: 1 x 334 mm.

Monitor Pole for one monitor

300

4130-G // 4130-K

87

Ø80

Monitor Pole for one monitor
4120-G // 4120-K

87

300

Ø80

4140-G // 4140-K
Monitor pole with two vesa and one extension arms
Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arms: 2 x 334 mm.

Monitor Pole for two monitors
4140-G // 4140-K

300

87

Ø80

70

71

EXTENSION ARMS
ADD-ON

16010-37

If you would like to upgrade your monitor system // The monitor systems from PJ Production are built upon extension arms, which

Extension arm on 70 mm. in aluminium
Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 92 mm.

support a personalized working environment. If investing in a Monitor Pole one extension arm or a Future Flex with two extension
arms, then these can always be upgraded with the preferred amount of extension arms.
When investing in an extension arm, you get the possibility of installing an extra monitor in the working environment as an
improvement. However, be aware that the extension arm is excluding VESA mount, which can be found on the following page.

16010-1
Extension arm on 150 mm. in aluminium
Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 172 mm.

Extension arm on 70 mm.
30

16010-37

70

92

19

16010
Extension arm on 334 mm. in aluminium
Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 356 mm.

Extension arm on 150 mm.
30

16010-1

150

19

172

Extension arm on 334 mm.
30

16010

334

356

16010-450
Extension arm on 430 mm. in aluminium
Height: 60 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 452 mm.

19

Extension arm on 430 mm.

30

16010-450

430

19

72

73

VESA
ADD-ON

A VESA mount to the universal monitor // Monitor systems from PJ Production do always include a corresponding amount of VESA
mounts. The monitor system can at any time be upgraded, which means that the amount of VESA mounts has to be upgraded as
well. Our VESA mounts can be used til all monitors due to the measurements of both 75 x 75 and 100 x 100, which are the standard

4190
Vesa
Height: 110 mm. // Width: 110 mm. // Depth: 60 mm.

distances between the screw-holes. Furthermore, the VESA mount can be rotated, allowing easy positioning and safety in terms of
the tilting adjustment, which provides the user the most ergonomically position.

4510-0001-9005
Vesa with an extension arm on 334 mm.
Extension arm: Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 356 mm.
VESA: Height: 110 mm. // Width: 110 mm. // Depth: 60 mm.

4510-0002-9005
Vesa with an extension arm on 597 mm.
Extension arm: Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 597 mm.
VESA: Height: 110 mm. // Width: 110 mm. // Depth: 60 mm.

Vesa

60

110

4190

110

74

CABLE SOLUTIONS

CABLE SOLUTIONS

Gaia 47 cm. module cable tray

Gaia 115 cm. fixed length cable tray

Gaia 147 cm. fixed length cable tray

Cable tray - 125 cm. openable

Cable tray - 149 cm. openable

Cable tray - 147 cm. flex

H: 78 mm. // W: 470 mm. // D: 152 mm.

H: 78 mm. // W: 1150 mm. // D: 152 mm.

H: 78 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 152 mm.

H: 94 mm. // W: 1250 mm. // D: 173 mm.

H: 94 mm. // W: 1490 mm. // D: 173 mm.

H: 60 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 81 mm.

Find more information on page 76-77

Find more information on page 76-77

Find more information on page 76-77

Find more information on page 80-81

Find more information on page 80-81

Find more information on page 82-83

Round cable outlets - Ø60

Cable tray 2006 - 40 cm. fixed

Cable tray 2006 - 74 cm. fixed

Cable tray 2006 - 90 cm. fixed

Squared cable outlet - small version

Squared cable outlet - large version

H: 81 mm. // W: 400 mm. // D: 151 mm.

H: 81 mm. // W: 740 mm. // D: 151 mm.

H: 81 mm. // W: 900 mm. // D: 151 mm.

H: 14 mm. // W: 101 mm. // D: 101 mm.

H: 14 mm. // W: 240 mm. // D: 101 mm.

Ø60 with different heights

Find more information on page 78-79

Find more information on page 78-79

Find more information on page 78-79

Find more information on page 84-85

Find more information on page 84-85

Find more information on page 86-87

Round cable outlets - Ø80

Cable tray 2006 - 115 cm. fixed

Cable tray 2006 - 147 cm. fixed

Cable tray - 74 cm. openable

H: 81 mm. // W: 1150 mm. // D: 151 mm.

H: 81 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 151 mm.

H: 94 mm. // W: 740 mm. // D: 173 mm.

Ø80 with different heights

Find more information on page 78-79

Find more information on page 78-79

Find more information on page 80-81

Find more information on page 86-87

75

76

77

GAIA CABLE TRAYS
MODULE & FIXED LENGTH

Create connectedness with the desk // There is hardly anything in the world that is more unpleasant than cables and wires in

3070-0000-9005

3070-0100-9005

One 47 cm. Gaia module cable tray with two mounting devices
Height: 78 mm. // Width: 470 mm. // Depth: 152 mm.

Two 47 cm. Gaia module cable trays with two mounting devices and one connector
Height: 78 mm. // Width: 2 x 470 mm. // Depth: 152 mm.

3070-0200-9005 // 3070-0200-9006 // 3070-0200-9016

3070-0103-9005 // 3070-0103-9006 // 3070-0103-9016

Three 47 cm. Gaia module cable trays with two mounting devices and two connectors
Height: 78 mm. // Width: 3 x 470 mm. // Depth: 152 mm.

One 115 cm. Gaia fixed length cable tray with two mounting devices
Height: 78 mm. // Width: 1150 mm. // Depth: 152 mm.

3070-0105-9005 // 3070-0105-9006 // 3070-0105-9016

3070-0104-9005 // 3070-0104-9006 // 3070-0104-9016

One 147 cm. Gaia fixed length cable tray with two mounting devices
Height: 78 mm. // Width: 1470 mm. // Depth: 152 mm.

Two mounting devices for the entire Gaia collection
Height: 24 mm. // Width: 30 mm. // Depth: 155 mm.

different colors and sizes along the edges of the desk. Additionally, these visible cables affect the indoor climate, since the dust
easily gets caught in the mess, where the vacuum cleaner cannot get access to.
Fortunately, PJ Production seeks to overcome the issue with visible cables and wires with a simple, attractive, and professionally
correct solution. We have designed this new cable tray line with two designate sub-categories: module cable trays and fixedlength cable trays.
The module cable tray is 47 cm., and can be connected together with the enclosed connectors depending on the demands. The
cable tray is also available in two fixed lengths, - 115 cm. and 147cm., if this is preferred instead of the module version.

Gaia module cable tray

78

152

3070-0000-9005 // 3070-0000-9006 // 3070-0000-9016

470

Gaia 115 cm. fixed length cable tray
3070-0103-9005 // 3070-0103-9006 // 3070-0103-9016

78

152

3070-0101-9005 // 3070-0101-9006 // 3070-0101-9016

1150

One connector for the module cable trays
Height: 77 mm. // Width: 41 mm. // Depth: 153 mm.

Gaia 147 cm. fixed length cable tray

1470

78

152

3070-0105-9005 // 3070-0105-9006 // 3070-0105-9016

78

79

CABLE TRAY 2006
FIXED

3054-4-9005 // 3054-4-9006 // 3054-4-9016

3054-9005 // 3056-9006 // 3054-1-9016

Cable tray 2006 - 40 cm. fixed
Height: 81 mm. // Width: 400 mm. // Depth: 151 mm.

Cable tray 2006 - 74 cm. fixed
Height: 81 mm. // Width: 740 mm. // Depth: 151 mm.

3054-90-9005 // 3056-90-9006 // 3048-90-9016

3048-9005 // 3049-9006 // 3048-1-9016

Cable tray 2006 - 90 cm. fixed
Height: 81 mm. // Width: 900 mm. // Depth: 151 mm.

Cable tray 2006 - 115 cm. fixed
Height: 81 mm. // Width: 1150 mm. // Depth: 151 mm.

A fixed, spacious solution // This cable tray is recommendable for working environments with a clean policy, since the wires and
cables can be stored within the cable tray. The fixed and spacious cable tray is fitted underneath the desktop in order to minimize
the visibility of the wires and cables. Additionally, the cable tie fastening holes can likewise be used to keep the wires and cable
in order.
The fixed cable tray collection consists of four different sizes, which individually have a different amount of cable tie fastening
holes. The shortest cable tray with a measurement of 40 cm. and has not centred fastening holes. The next size measuring 74 cm.
has a single centred cable tie fastening hole. The two middle sizes, - with the measurements on 90 cm. and 115 cm., respectively,
both have double centred cable tie fastening holes, whereas the longest cable tray measuring 147 cm. has three centred holes.
Either way, all lengths can be delivered in three colours, - black, aluminum, or white.

3054-9005 // 3056-9006 // 3054-1-9016

400

740

92

81

81

151

Cable tray 2006 - 74 cm. fixed

3054-4-9005 // 3054-4-9006 // 3054-4-9016
151

Cable tray 2006 - 40 cm. fixed

92

81

Cable tray 2006 - 90 cm. fixed

81

151

3054-90-9005 // 3056-90-9006 // 3054-90-9016

900

92
3055-9005 // 3057-9006 // 3055-1-9016
Cable tray 2006 - 147 cm. fixed
Height: 81 mm. // Width: 1470 mm. // Depth: 151 mm.

Cable tray 2006 - 115 cm. fixed

1150

81

151

3048-9005 // 3049-9006 // 3048-1-9016

92

Cable tray 2006 - 147 cm. fixed

1470

81

151

3055-9005 // 3057-9006 // 3055-1-9016

92

80

81

CABLE TRAY
OPENABLE

A cable tray easy to install // It has never been easier to install wires and cables than with this openable cable tray from PJ Production.
The cable tray can easily be tipped to increase the availability of the cables and wires stored. Furthermore, the cleaning staff has full
access to dust occurring in the cable tray, which can be done by one person due to the simple functionality.
The cable tray is available in three different lengths, - 74 cm., 125 cm., and 147 cm., which gives you the possibility of finding the

3060-9005 // 3062-9006 // 3062-1-9016

perfect cable tray depending on the needs and demands.

Cable tray - 74 cm. openable
Height: 94 mm. // Width: 740 mm. // Depth: 173 mm.

3065-9005 // 3064-9006 // 3064-1-9016
Cable tray - 125 cm. openable
Height: 94 mm. // Width: 1250 mm. // Depth: 173 mm.

Cable tray - 74 cm. openable

740

3061-9005 // 3063-9006 // 3063-1-9016

94

173

3060-9005 // 3062-9006 // 3062-1-9016

80

Cable tray - 149 cm. openable
Height: 94 mm. // Width: 1490 mm. // depth: 173 mm.

Cable tray - 125 cm. openable

94

173

3065-9005 // 3064-9006 // 3064-1-9016

1250

80

Cable tray - 149 cm. openable

1490

94

173

3061-9005 // 3063-9006 // 3063-1-9016

80

82

83

CABLE TRAY
FLEX

The perfect solution for the round table // If you are the owner of a round table, why see this as a limit? This flex cable tray is a
perfect solution for round tables, since the cable tray can be shaped as the table. This means that the cable tray has two application
opportunities: either by being curved or fixed. Either way, this cable tray is perfect for impoundment of cables and wires.

3050-9005 // 3051-9006 // 3050-9016
Cable tray - 147 cm. flex. Curved format
Height: 60 mm. // Width: 1470 mm. // Depth: 81 mm.

Cable tray - 147 cm. fixed

1470

60

81

3050-9005 // 3051-9006 // 3050-9016

84

85

CABLE OUTLETS
SQUARED

Hide cables and wires discreetly // The tendency is that wires and cables take to much focus in the working environment due to the
lack of hidden opportunities. This unwelcomed situation can, however, be solved with a cable outlet from PJ Production, where
the wires and cables are hidden carefully in an elegant manner.
The manner in which the cable outlet is installed, is by making a size-costumed hole in the desktop where the cable outlet can be
placed. These cables outlets have a squared shape – quadratic and rectangular, both with brushes in order to keep the cables and
wires in place. PJ Production’s assortment does likewise include round cable outlets, which can be found on the following page.

3083
Squared cable outlet - small version, in anodised aluminium
Height: 14 mm. // Width: 101 mm. // Depth: 101 mm.

3081
Squared cable outlet - large version, in anodised aluminium
Height: 14 mm. // Width: 240 mm. // Depth: 101 mm.

Squared cable outlet - small version

14

101

3083

93

101

Squared cable outlet - large version

14

101

3081

233

240

86

87

CABLE OUTLETS
ROUND

3087

3091 // 3085

3087: Ø80 in aluminium look

3091: Ø60 in steel look // 3085: Ø80 in steel look

3078-1 // 3089

3078 // 3079

3078-1: Ø60 in white ABS plastic // 3089: Ø80 in white ABS plastic

3078: Ø60 in black ABS plastic // 3079: Ø80 in black ABS plastic

3079-1

3078-3 // 3079-3

3079-1: Ø80 in black coated steel

3078-3: Ø60 in white coated steel // 3079-3: Ø80 in white coated steel

A cable outlet for your demands and needs // As mentioned previously, our cable outlet is available in a round design in numerous
of materials. A black or white cable outlet in either ABS-plastic or steel look could be preferable if you are looking for a discreet
look. A chrome cable outlet, on the other hand, could be a good choice if you are interested in a more risky statement.
The majority of all cable outlets come in Ø60 and Ø80 mm., respectively. When the choice, regarding color and size, has been
made, the cable outlet can be installed in an accustomed hole in the desk in order to hide cables and wires.

Round cable outlets - Ø60, and a height on 20 mm.

3091 // 3078-3

3078-1 // 3078

13

20

Ø68

Ø66

Round cable outlets - Ø60, and a height on 13 mm.

Ø60

Ø60

3093
3093: Ø80 in chrome
Round cable outlets - Ø80, and a height on 22 mm.

3087 // 3085 // 3079-1 // 3079-3 // 3093

3089 // 3079

13

20

Ø89

Ø89

Round cable outlets - Ø80, and a height on 13 mm.

Ø80

Ø80

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS

Mobile cassette with to drawers

Acrylic insert for the top drawer

Plastic insert for the top drawer

H: 450 mm. // W: 180 mm. // D: 383 mm.

H: 25 mm. // W: 163 mm. // D: 345 mm.

H: 19 mm. // W: 164 mm. // D: 344 mm.

Find more information on page 90-91

Find more information on page 90-91

Find more information on page 90-91

Paper basket

Laptop holder

Mounting devices

H: 325 mm. // W: 190 mm. // D: 120 mm.

H: 456 mm. // W: 310 mm. // D: 57 mm.

H: 59 mm. // W: 125 mm. // D: 65 mm.

Find more information on page 90-91

Find more information on page 90-91

Find more information on page 90-91

Plate to mounting devices

Extra plate for the paper basket or laptop holder

H: 455 mm. // W: 150 mm. // D: 92 mm.

H: 455 mm. // W: 150 mm. // D: 92 mm.

Find more information on page 90-91

Find more information on page 90-91

89

90

91

MOBIL CASSETTE
An optimal solution for the portable office environment // The traditional offices are being challenged than ever before. This

2020-0700-9005 // 2020-0700-9016

2020-1200

Mobile cassette with two drawers
Height: 450 mm. // Width: 180 mm. // Depth: 383 mm.

Acrylic insert for the top drawer
Height: 25 mm. // Width: 162 mm. // Depth: 345 mm.

2020-1100-9005 // 2020-1100-9016

2020-0900-9005 // 2020-0900-9016

Plastic insert for the top drawer
Height: 19 mm. // Width: 164 mm. // Depth: 344 mm.

Paper basket
Height: 325 mm. // Width: 190 mm. // Depth: 120 mm.

2020-1000-9005 // 2020-1000-9016

2020-0405-9005 // 2020-0405-9016

Laptop holder
Height: 456 mm. // Width: 310 mm. // Depth: 57 mm.

Mounting devices
Height: 59 mm. // Width: 125 mm. // Depth: 65 mm.

2020-0404-9005 // 2020-0404-9016

2020-0800-9005 // 2020-0800-9016

Plate to mounting devices
Height: 455 mm. // Width: 150 mm. // Depth: 92 mm.

Extra plate for the paper basket or laptop holder
Height: 455 mm. // Width: 150 mm. // Depth: 92 mm.

challenge consists mainly of smaller office environments combined with employees expecting more flexibility in the workplace.
The collection has an innovative mobile cassette as a core product, which can easily be installed directly underneath the table or
via mounting devices on the frame of the desks. The mobile cassette has two drawers, which can be used for writing instruments,
hanging files, laptops, personal belongings, among other things.
The mobile cassette is ideal for future challenges with portable office environments, where each member of the staff can have
their own personal drawer ready to be connected to an already installed cassette on the desks. An easy way of creating a flexible
working environment.

Acrylic insert for the top drawer

2020-0700-9005 // 2020-0700-9016

2020-1200

25

450

Mobile cassette with two drawers

180

383

163

345

Plastic insert for the top drawer

Paper basket

2020-1100-9005 // 2020-1100-9016

2020-0900-9005 // 2020-0900-9016

19

114

325

Ø80

164

344

190

Laptop holder

57

456

2020-1000-9005 // 2020-1000-9016

310

49

120

ACCESSORIES

92

MO-CUP

Satchel hook

Cable management sock - 80 cm.

H: 24 mm. // W: 150 mm. // D: 296 mm.

H: 44 mm. // W: 59 mm. // D: 68 mm.

The length and diameter can be adjusted

Find more information on page 94-95

Find more information on page 96-97

Find more information on page 98-99

Cable management sock - 120 cm.

Cable management sock - 160 cm.

Cable management sock - 240 cm.

The length and diamter can be adjusted

The length and diameter can be adjusted

The length and diameter can be adjusted

Find more information on page 98-99

Find more information on page 98-99

Find more information on page 98-99

94

95

MO-CUP
This multifunctional cup-holder has to be experienced // National and international companies embrace the smaller, portable
offices, including the clean desk policy, where the workplace is empty and ready for the next-coming working day. PJ Production
has developed a new and innovative cup-holder that discretely can be installed underneath the desk. The solution is ideal for
smaller offices, since the cup-holder generates a depositary removed from the desktops. Furthermore, when removing the cup
from the desk, the problem with damaged computers due to spilled liquid, - especially coffee, will be decreased.
The cup-holder is named: MO-CUP, because of the multifunctional design. Besides the space for a universal cup, the cup-holder
has an integrated holder for a phone in the front. The phone can be charged while being placed in the cup-holder due to the hole
in the bottom of the design.

4020-0103-9005 // 4020-0103-9006 // 4020-0103-9016
MO-CUP
Height: 24 mm. // Width: 150 mm. // Depth: 296 mm.

MO-CUP
4020-0103-9005 // 4020-0103-9006 // 4020-0103-9016

24

R45

150

296
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SATCHEL HOOK
The perfect clean desk feature // The working environment is changing continuously, and the clean desk policy has never been
more popular. Various of companies have chosen to integrate the policy as the customary in order to generate a more welcoming
working environment with open-minded employees.
This satchel hook is attractive for the majority of all companies, especially those of whom that have integrated the clean desk policy,
since the floor can be kept free from handbags that are flowing freely. The satchel hook is installed discretely underneath the desk
to minimize the visibility when it is not being applied. Furthermore, the satchel hook can also be used to umbrellas or carrier bags
to ensure that the floor is kept freely.

5000-0000-9005
Satchel hook in black
Height: 44 mm. // Width: 59 mm. // Depth: 68 mm.

Satchel hook

44

68

5000-0000-9005

59

35
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CABLE MANAGEMENT
80 CM., 120 CM., 160 CM. & 240 CM.

3210-80-S

Easily and correctly storage of wires

// Why be satisfied with wires and cables flowing along the edge of the desk, when these

Cable management sock on 80 cm. in black. Contact us for either light grey or white

can be hidden and organized in an easy, simple, and correct way. The answer is a cable management sock from PJ Production.
The cable management sock can easily be opened and closed without any tools, since the closing mechanism is a two-way zipper
for total flexibility.
Additionally, the length of the cable management sock can easily be personalised due to Velcro, which can be used to extend
the cable management sock with a shorter, longer, or similar cable management sock. Similarly, the diameter can be enlarged by
connecting the chosen amount of cable management socks by using the zipper.
Currently, the cable management sock can be found in four different lengths in black. If you, however, are searching for a cable
management sock in either light grey or white, do not hesitate to contact us to hear more about the possibilities.
3210-120-S
Cable management sock on 120 cm. in black. Contact us for either light grey or white

Cable management sock on 80 cm.
3210-80-S

Ø2,5

3210-160-S

80

Cable management sock on 160 cm. in black. Contact us for either light grey or white

Cable management sock on 120 cm.
3210-120-S

Ø2,5

120

Cable management sock on 160 cm.
3210-160-S

Ø2,5

3210-240-S
Cable management sock on 240 cm. in black. Contact us for either light grey or white

160

Cable management sock on 240 cm.
3210-240-S

Ø2,5

240
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